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India’s place at
global high tables
New Delhi’s ability to maximise its role in the
post-war reconstruction may be hamstrung by its
modest position in key multilateral institutions
ILLUSTRATION: BINAY SINHA

GLOBAL REACH

SUBHOMOY BHATTACHARJEE

Key multilateral institutions
Institution
Headquarters
United Nations
New York
World Bank
Washington DC
International
Washington DC
Monetary Fund
Asian Infrastructure
Beijing
Investment Bank
New Development
Shanghai
Bank or Brics Bank
Shanghai Cooperation
Beijing
Organisation
RCEP
Hanoi
OPEC
Vienna
European Central Bank
Frankfurt
FATF
Paris
Bank for International
Basel
Settlements
South East Asian
Central Banks Centre
Kuala Lumpur
ICANN
Los Angeles
WTO
Geneva
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econstruction efforts after the
Russia-Ukraine war will be dominated by the heft of the membership of major nations across international organisations. India is hamstrung
because it does not play host to any
major global institution nor does it hold
positions of significant influence in
the ones in which it has membership.
As a result, the world’s sixth largest economy is obliged to follow the rules set
by most of them.
“India has not been in senior secretariat positions in any of the major global
institutions,” said Ashok Sajjanhar, former ambassador to Kazakhstan, Latvia
and Sweden.
India, for instance, is keen to secure
the chairmanship of the Heads of State
Council of the Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO). Analysts compare
the role of SCO with that of NATO in
Europe. Before that, however, there are
other prizes, such as India’s chairman- see much space for India except as a
token presence in them, in the reconship of the G20 at the end of this year.
Also at stake are dominant roles in struction phase,” said Ajay Shankar, former secretary, Department of
organisations such as the
Industrial
Policy
and
Asian
Infrastructure
Global power
Promotion, and now distinInvestment Bank and the
play will become
guished fellow at Delhi-based
New Development Bank,
more intense
think tank, The Energy and
recasting relations in bodonce the scale of
Resources Institute (TERI).
ies like the International
the destruction
But influential participation
Monetary Fund (IMF) and
in the Russiain multilateral organisations is
more. The weaponisation
Ukraine conflict
becoming more important for
of the global financial sysbecomes clear
major nations as globalisation
tem to target countries,
as a value goes into retreat.
Indian bureaucrats feel,
Global reconstruction after World
make it essential that New Delhi sits in
positions of authority at the rule-making War II was dominated by the then newly
bodies that will decide on their future use. created international organisations,
“For various reasons India has a mod- including not only the United Nations
est presence in the multilateral organi- and its family of institutions, but also
sations. Consequently, as of now, I don’t the IMF and the World Bank. They were

soon joined by the specific continentbased development banks like the
Asian Development Bank and the
African Development Bank. How these
institutions approached development
was guided by which nations held pole
positions in each set-up. Voting rights,
for instance, became important in
this context.
Global power play will become more
intense once the scale of the destruction
in the Russia-Ukraine conflict becomes
clear. As of now, Ukraine is bearing the
brunt of the physical destruction, but
Russia has begun to suffer from the
effects of the punishing regime of sanctions. As refugees from Ukraine crowd
into neighbouring nations, the impact
on host economies will start showing.
There are estimates that nearly 4 million
could flee Ukraine.
The dislocation adds to the impact
Covid-19 has had on the global economy.
The cost of getting the economies back
on the path of growth was just being totted up when this war arrived. It is also
difficult to estimate in what shape Russia
will emerge after the conflict. Moscow
has deep connections with Central Asian
nations. As those connections will certainly fray, other nations will race to grab
the new opportunities. The only checks
to the race will be the ones coming from
the multilateral organisations.
Sajjanhar pointed out that India’s
strategy has been to develop deep partnerships with a number of countries to
gain positions at the high table. But this
may no longer be a viable option given
the emergence of multilateral institutions as places of reckoning in the global
power play. The creation of the
Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (the
Quad), in which India is a significant
member, and Aukus, the trilateral security pact between Australia, the UK and
the US, are two recent examples.
At the IMF, India has already pitched
for conflating the issue of Special
Drawing Rights with enhanced voting
rights. The dispute has led to stiff arguments among the member nations. India
argues that just as nations that need
more support from the IMF to recover
from Covid-19 by getting more SDR
(which substitutes for scarce foreign
exchange reserves for them), those
nations that provide the support should
also get larger voting rights.
There have been other institutions
where India is learning the costs of not
being in the green room. For instance,
India has been out of the rule-making
group of the United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), an
international organisation that sets rules
for marine and maritime activities by all
nations. Pakistan is in this green room
at a time when India plans to expand its
reach in the blue economy. Of more concern is UNCLOS’ decisions in the contested Bay of Bengal, where Chinese
ships have made regular forays of late.
Apart from G20, India is a keen supporter of a new G10, replacing the current combination of the Organisation for
Economic
Co-operation
and
Development (OECD) countries which
operate under this moniker. It will be a
tough diplomatic call, but then the
stakes are likely to be equally big in the
post-war landscape.

Over half of Ukraine’s energy
comes from nuclear sources
France and Slovakia are the only countries to have a higher share of
domestic generation from nuclear
UKRAINE RELIES HEAVILY ON GLOBALLY, NUCLEAR
NUCLEAR ENERGY
RELIANCE HAS DECREASED
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The share of nuclear energy has been
decreasing worldwide, but in Ukraine, it
has increased over the last decade. In 1995,
Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine’s largest power
17.5 per cent of the world’s total energy genplant, caught fire last week in an episode
eration was from nuclear sources, but it dethat brought the world closer to a nuclear
clined subsequently. By 2010, it had alreaaccident. Soon after, Russian forces moved dy come down to 12.8 per cent, and nuclear
in to take control of the plant. On Monday,
reliance decreased further after the FukuUkrainian President Volodymyr
shima disaster in Japan. In 2019,
Russia is the
Zelenskyy said that the Russian
a tenth of global energy generaonly country
troops were advancing to take
tion was from nuclear sources.
where
control of the country’s third
Japan produced 24.6 per cent
dependence on of its energy from nuclear
power plant.
nuclear energy sources in 2010; by 2015, this
Ukraine is one of the few
has risen
countries that rely heavily on
ratio had come down to 0.9 per
consistently
nuclear power for electricity
cent. In 2020, only 3.5 per cent of
in the last
generation. Data from the
Japan’s energy came from
three decades nuclear sources.
International Energy Agency
shows that Ukraine was among
In contrast, in Ukraine, while
the three countries where nuclear sources
47.2 per cent of the energy came from nuclaccounted for over 50 per cent of energy
ear power plants in 2010, the ratio had incrgeneration. France had the largest share in eased to 53.6 per cent a decade later. Ukrai2020, with two-thirds of its energy coming ne’s dependence on nuclear declined from
from nuclear sources, followed by the
47.7 per cent in 2005 to 47.2 per cent in 2010.
Slovak Republic with a 53.9 per cent share
Russia is the only country where
and Ukraine with a 53.6 per cent share.
dependence on nuclear energy has risen

consistently in the last three decades. Only
a tenth of Russian electricity generation
was nuclear in 1990, but a fifth came from
nuclear sources in 2020.
For Europe, the share has declined
from a peak of 30 per cent in 2000 to 22.6
per cent in 2020. France has fallen from a
peak of 78.4 per cent in 2005 to 66.5 per
cent in 2020.
China’s nuclear share nearly tripled
from 1.7 per cent in 2010 to 4.6 per cent in
2019. The compounded annual growth
rate of energy in China between 2015 and
2019 was 19.5 per cent — higher than any
other country in the world.
On the other hand, India has not made
much development in its nuclear energy
programme. In 2000, 3 per cent of all
energy generated in the country was from
nuclear sources. While generation from
nuclear sources has increased, the share
has remained in the 2.7-2.8 per cent range.
Europe, US and China accounted for
75.4 per cent of the world’s total nuclear
energy generation. Their share has
declined from 76.6 per cent in 2015.

ISHAAN GERA
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How many words can
you pack in an ad?

AMBI PARAMESWARAN
I have had a penchant for wearing a wrist watch with a stopwatch feature. This is an old
habit predating the smartphone
era. Why, you may ask. While
working in marketing and advertising, you are in the business
of creating and approving television spots of a fixed length (it
was a practice at least till the
2010s). And it was always a good
habit to see if all that a copywriter has written can fit into the
30 seconds planned for the ad.
One rule of thumb was to ensure
that the dialogue and voiceover
portion of the ad, when narrated
in normal style, does not exceed
half the duration of the ad. If
you have planned a 30-second
ad, the narration should ideally
not be for more than 15 or 20
seconds. Why? Well, television
is a visual medium and hence a
picture can tell the story of a
thousand words.
Prof John Philip Jones, who
had a stellar career in the global
ad agency JWT and then a second innings in academia, said:
“Effective advertising is generally more visual than verbal.
The number of words in a
30-second commercial should
be restricted to thirty or less.

The picture should tell the story” (in the book Brands Engines
for Profit). His latest book,
Advertising at the Crossroads,
explores this issue and many
more, especially with respect to
the Indian subcontinent.
How verbose are Indian television ads? And are they getting less or more verbose? These
were the two questions the account planning team at FCB Ulka
attempted to answer in its research a decade ago. The analysis
involved taking a purposive
sample of around 30 television
ads from the 1980s, 1990s,
2000s and 2010s. In order to
compare likes with like, ads of
only packaged goods brands
covering personal care, home
care, foods, cosmetics etc. were
dissected. The simple reason
was that these ads dominated
the television medium in India
and archives were available for
the team to dig into. The team
found that Indian ads (Hindi
ads) were packed with a lot
more words than Prof Jones
would have liked. And the word
count was going up. From 41
words on an average in the
1980s to almost 53 words in
2010s. While going through this

article recently I was wondering
if this increase is continuing?
Are we packing more and more
into the 30-second ad now than
in the past? Or are we moving
the other way and going more
international?
Once again my researcher
and I looked at consumer packaged goods ads from popular
TV channels like Star TV, Zee
TV etc. A total of 30 ads were
analysed. We discovered that
the word count had now
reached 65. The analysis also
revealed that more and more
ads had a lot of dialogue. On an
average, dialogue content of ads
was at 39 words. This was a big
jump from the past. Voiceover
word count had declined marginally. And jingle word count
had declined substantially. In
our analysis in 2010, we had
total words at 53, jingle at 11,
voiceover at 29 and dialogue at
12. Our research said that now
in 2022, we have a total word
count of 65, jingle at five,
voiceover at 22 and dialogue at
38. Significant change indeed.
A further sub-analysis
showed that ads for personal
care brands packed as much as
69 words in 30 seconds; the

number was significantly lower
at 52 words for food brand ads.
What could be the reason for
the increase of word count in
Indian ads? There could be
many. The increase in competition across categories has
pushed brand marketers to pack
more and more “points of difference” in their messaging. The
cost of television advertising
(though in cost per thousand
exposures, Indian television
advertising is still a bargain) has
pushed brand managers to not
take any chances with the message content. The other reason
could be the need to convert
rural consumers to branded
products (that may also explain
the need for dialogues narrated
between characters). Finally, the
reason could also be the pre-testing methods being used. When
applied blindly, these pre-tests
tend to favour the more verbose
forms of advertising (often with
a celebrity thrown in).
It is said that Japanese television ads pack a lot of words,
often in just 15 seconds. We all
know how mutual fund ads tell
us: “Mutual fund investments
are subject to market risks, read
all scheme-related documents
carefully” (14 words in 3 seconds
or less). The way consumer
brands are packing words into
their ads, I do worry if all ads
will one day be narrated the way
mutual fund risks are announced. Hopefully, we will not end
up there. Yes, if you are planning for your next ad, remember that a picture is worth a
thousand words. Pauses allow
an ad to breathe. And your consumer to lean in.
(Research support received
from Sreyan M Chowdhary)
Ambi Parameswaran is a bestselling author and independent
brand coach. He can be reached at
ambimgp@brand-building.com
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Iw-G-¶…Ô ¶ÜÓ…r ¸ÝÂíP… ÈËá-pæ-v…

(×í¨æ Iw-G-¶…Ô ¸ÝÂíP… ÈËá-pæv… GíŸá-¨Ý-X-ñÜá¤ ÊÜáñÜá¤
DWÜ Iw-G-¶…Ô ¶ÜÓ…r ¸ÝÂíP… ÈËá-pæv… BX-¨æ)
CIN : L65110TN2014PLC097792

®æãàí¨Ý-ÀáñÜ PÜdæà-Ä: PæBÃ…Gí oÊÜÃ…Õ, 8®æà ÊÜáÖÜw, ÖÝÂÄíW…o®… ÃÜÓæ¤,
aæp…±æàp…, aæ®æ°„&600031. ¨Üã: +91 44 4564 4000/ ¶ÝÂP…Õ : +91 44 4564 4022.
A±æíwP…Õ IV [¯¿áÊÜá 8(1)]

ÓÝÌ˜à-®Ü ÓÜãaÜ®æ (Ô§ÃÝ-Ô¤-WÜ-Ú-WÝ-X)

B¨ÝWÜãÂ, PæÙÜÓÜ×¨ÝÃÜÄWæ A˜PÜêñÜ A˜PÝÄWÜÙÜá Iw-G-¶…Ô ¶ÜÓ…r ¸ÝÂíP… ÈËá-pæv… (×í¨æ Iw-G-¶…Ô
¸ÝÂíP… ÈËá-pæv… GíŸá-¨Ý-X-ñÜá¤ ÊÜáñÜá¤ DWÜ Iw-G-¶…Ô ¶ÜÓ…r ¸ÝÂíP… ÈËá-pæv… BX-¨æ). C¨ÜÜÃÜ A˜PÜêñÜ A˜PÝÄ¿ÞX
2002ÃÜ ÖÜ|PÝÓÜá BÔ¤WÜÙÜ »Ü¨ÜÅñæ ÊÜáñÜá¤ ±Üâ®ÜÃ… ¯ÊÜÞì| ÖÝWÜã »Ü¨ÜÅñÝ ×ñÝÓÜQ¤ hÝÄ C¨ÜÃÜ PÜorÙæWÜÙÜw
2002ÃÜ »Ü¨ÜÅñÝ ×ñÝÓÜQ¤ (hÝÄ) ¯¿á-ÊÜá-WÜÙÜ ¯¿áÊÜá 3ÃÜ hæãñæ K©PæãÙÜÛ¸æàPÝ¨Ü ÓÜ¨ÜÄ PÝÀá¨æ¿á PÜÆí
13(12)ÃÜw ±ÜÅ¨ÜñÜ¤ÊÝ¨Ü A˜PÝÃÜWÜÙÜíñæ, ÓÝÆWÝÃÜÃÜá, ÓÜÖÜ&ÓÝÆ-WÝ-ÃÜÃÜá ÊÜáñÜá¤ hÝËáà-®Üá-¨Ý-ÃÜ-ÃÜáWÜÙÝ¨Ü:
1. Êæá>> CÇÝ®… C®Ý#†, 2. Pæ. ®ÝWÝ-gáì®Ü, 3. Ga… hæ ÍÜêíWÜ, CÊÜÃÜáWÜÚWæ ©®ÝíPÜ 10.11.2021ÃÜí¨Üá
wÊÜÞív… ®æãàqàÓ… hÝÄÊÜÞw ®æãàqàÓ…®ÜÈÉ £ÚÔ¨Ü ¸ÝQ ÓÝÆ¨Ü ÊæãñÜ¤ 09.11.2021ÃÜí¨Üá C¨Üªíñæ
ÃÜã. 35,79,998/& (ÃÜã±ÝÀá ÊÜáãÊÜ-ñæô¨Üá ÆPÜÒ¨Ü G±Ü³-ñæã¤í»ÜñÜá¤ ÓÝË-ÃÜ¨Ü Jí¸æç-®ÜãÃÜ ñæãí»Ü-ñæ¤íoá ÃÜã.
ÊÜÞñÜÅ) ÓÜ¨ÜÄ ®æãàqàÓ… ÔÌàPÜÄÔ¨Ü 60 ©®ÜWÜÙæãÙÜWÝX ÊÜáÃÜá±ÝÊÜ£ ÊÜÞvÜÆá ÓÜãbÔ¨ÜªÃÜá.
ÓÝÆWÝÃÜÃÜá ¸ÝQ ÓÝÆ¨Ü ÊæãñÜ¤ÊÜ®Üá° ÊÜáÃÜá±ÝÊÜ£ ÊÜÞvÜÆá Ë¶ÜÆÃÝXÃÜáÊÜâ¨ÜÄí¨Ü ¯©ìÐÜuÊÝX
ÓÝÆWÝÃÜÄWæ ÊÜáñÜá¤ ÓÝÊÜìg¯PÜÄWæ ËÓÝ¤ÃÜÊÝX ®æãàqàÓæãí¨Ü®Üá° hÝÄ ÊÜÞw PæÙÜÓÜ×¨ÝÃÜÃÜá ñÜÊÜáWæ,
2002ÃÜ »Ü¨ÜÅñÝ ×ñÝÓÜQ¤ hÝÄ ¯¿áÊÜáWÜÙÜ ¯¿áÊÜá 8Ãæãí©Wæ K©PæãÙÜÛ¸æàPÝ¨Ü ÓÜ¨ÜÄ PÝÀá¨æ¿á PÜÆí
13ÃÜ E±Ü-Ÿí«Ü (4)ÃÜ®ÜÌ¿á ±ÜÅ¨ÜñÜ¤ÊÝ¨Ü A˜PÝÃÜWÜÙÜíñæ PæÙÜPÜívÜíñæ ËÊÜÄÓÜÇÝ¨Ü BÔ¤WÜÙÜ®Üá° C¨æà 03®æà
-ÊÜÞ-a…ì 2022ÃÜí¨Üá ÓÝíPæà£-PÜ ÓÝÌ˜à®ÜñæWæ ±Üvæ¨ÜáPæãíwÃÜáñÝ¤Ãæ.
ÓÝÆWÝÃÜÄWæ ¯©ìÐÜrÊÝX ÊÜáñÜá¤ ÓÝÊÜìg¯PÜÄWæ ËÍæàÐÜÊÝX GaÜcÄPæ ¯àvÜáÊÜâ¨æà®æí¨ÜÃæà ÓÜ¨ÜÄ
BÔ¤ÁãvÜ®æ ¿ÞÃÜã ¿ÞÃæãvÜ®æ¿áã ¿ÞÊÜâ¨æà ÊÜÂÊÜÖÝÃÜ ÊÜÞvÜ¸ÝÃÜ¨Üá, ÖÝWÜã ÊÜÞw¨æªà B¨ÜÃæ
Iw-G-¶…Ô ¶ÜÓ…r ¸ÝÂíP… ÈËá-pæv… (×í¨æ Iw-G-¶…Ô ¸ÝÂíP… ÈËá-pæv… GíŸá-¨Ý-X-ñÜá¤ ÊÜáñÜá¤ DWÜ
Iw-G-¶…Ô ¶ÜÓ…r ¸ÝÂíP… ÈËá-pæv… BX-¨æ). ÊÜÓÜãÇÝWÜ¸æàPÝ¨Ü ¸ÝQ¿ÞXÃÜáÊÜ ÓÝÆ¨Ü ¸ÝŸá¤ ÃÜã.
35,79,998/& (ÃÜã±ÝÀá ÊÜáãÊÜ-ñæô¨Üá ÆPÜÒ¨Ü G±Ü³-ñæã¤í»ÜñÜá¤ ÓÝË-ÃÜ¨Ü Jí¸æç-®ÜãÃÜ ñæãí»Ü-ñæ¤íoá ÃÜã.
ÊÜÞñÜÅ) hæãñæWæ Ÿwx ÓæàÄ-¨Ü ÊæãñÜ¤PæR ¸Ý«ÜÂÃÝWÜ¸æàPÝWÜáñÜ¤¨æ.
ÓÝÆ-WÝ-ÃÜ-ÃÜ WÜÊÜá-®Ü-ÊÜ®Üá° PÝÀá¨æ PÜÆí 13ÃÜ E±Ü-Ÿí«Ü-(-8)ÃÜ ŸWæY ÓæÙæ-¿á-ÇÝ-X¨æ. C¨Ü-ÃÜÈÉ »Ü¨ÜÅñÝ
BÔ¤-WÜ-ÙÜ®Üá° ¹w-Ô-Pæã-ÙÜÛÆá Æ»ÜÂ-ÊÝ-WÜáÊÜ ÓÜÊÜá-¿á¨Ü ŸWæY £Ú-ÓÜ-ÇÝ-X-¨æ.

Ô§ÃÝÔ¤WÜÙÜ ËÊÜÃÜOæ

ÓÜPÜÆ ÓÜÊÜá-ÓÜ¤ÊÜä ÓæàÄ-¨Üíñæ ÊÜÓÜ£ "¹ÅWæàv… ®Ýñ…ìÄvj…'®Ü PÜorvÜ&2 ÃÜÈÉ ¸ÝÉP…&G¶… BÃÜ®æà ÊÜáÖÜw¿áÈÉ
(ÊÜáígãÃÝ£ Áãàg®æ¿á ±ÜÅPÝÃÜ 7®æà ÊÜáÖÜw) 1408 aÜ¨ÜÃÜ Aw ¯ËáìÔ¨Ü ±ÜÅ¨æàÍÜ ÊÜáñÜá¤ 352 aÜ¨ÜÃÜ Aw
±ÜÅÊÜÞ|¨ÜÈÉÃÜáÊÜ ÊÜÓÜ£ A±Ýp…ìÊæáíp…WÜÙÜá ®Üí. G¶…&0630 ±ÝÂÓæàg…, ÇÝ¹WÜÙÜá È¶…rWÜÙÜá, ÊæáqrÆáWÜÙÜá
ÊÜáñÜá¤ ÓÝÊÜÞ®ÜÂ ŸÙÜPæ¿á CñÜÃÜ ±ÜÅ¨æàÍÜ ÊÜáñÜá¤ ÓÜí±Üä|ìÊÝX 1760 aÜ¨ÜÃÜ Aw, ÓÜã±ÜÃ… ¹Ær…&A¶…/
ÊÜÞÃÝo ÊÜÞvÜŸÖÜá¨Ý¨Ü ±ÜÅ¨æàÍÜWÜÙÜ Aí¨Ýi®Ü hæãñæWæ GÃÜ-vÜá ÊÜáábc¨Ü PÝÃ… ±ÝQìíW… ÊæáàÇÝº-WÜ/-Pæ-ÙÜ-»ÝWÜ
¸æàÓ…-Êæáíp… ÇæÊæÇ… ÊÜáñÜá¤ A±Ýp…ìÊæáío… BÔ¤ £ÃÜáÊÜá®ÜÖÜÚÛ WÝÅÊÜá, PæãàXÆá WÝÅÊÜá, ¿áÆÖÜíPÜ ÖæãàŸÚ,
¸æíWÜÙÜãÃÜá EñÜ¤ÃÜ ÊÜáñÜá¤ aÜPÜáR-Ÿí©: ±ÜäÊÜìPæR: '¹ÅWæàv… ®Ýñ…ìÄvj… ÊæÓ…r®Ü PÜor-vÜ&2ÃÜÈÉ ¸ÝÉP…&G¶…®ÜÈÉ
TÝÈ gÝWÜ, ±ÜÎc-ÊÜá-PæR&A±Ýp…ìÊæáío… ÓÜíTæÂ. G¶…&0631 ¸ÝÉP…&G¶… PÜor-vÜ&2ÃÜ "¹ÅWæàv… ®Ýñ…ìÄvj…'
EñÜ¤-ÃÜ-PæR&È¶r… ÇÝ¹ G¶…&0631 ¸ÝÉP…&G¶…®ÜÈÉ "¹ÅWæàv… ®Ýñ…ìÄv…j PÜor-vÜ&2, ¨ÜQÒ-|-PæR& ¹ÅWæàv… ®Ýñ…ì
Ävj… ÊæÓ…r®Ü PÜor-vÜ&2ÃÜÈÉ ¸ÝÉP…&G¶…®ÜÈÉ TÝÈ gÝWÜ,
ÓÜ×/&A˜-PÜêñÜ A˜-PÝ-Ä
Iw-G-¶…Ô ¶ÜÓ…r ¸ÝÂíP… ÈËápæ-v…
©®ÝíPÜ : 03&03&2022
(×í¨æ Iw-G-¶…Ô ¸ÝÂíP… ÈËá-pæv… GíŸá-¨Ý-X-ñÜá¤ ÊÜáñÜá¤
ÓÜ§ÙÜ: ¸æíWÜ-ÙÜã-ÃÜá
DWÜ Iw-G-¶…Ô ¶ÜÓ…r ¸ÝÂíP… ÈËá-pæv… BX-¨æ)
ÓÝÆ¨Ü TÝñÝ ÓÜí.: 10052803741
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®ÜÊÜáã®æ G

ÓÝÊÜìg¯PÜ NãàÐÜOæ

(»ÝÃÜ£à¿á ©ÊÝÚñÜ®Ü ÊÜáñÜá¤ ¸ÝÂíP…PÜÅ²Õ ÊÜáívÜÚ¿á ¯¿áíñÜÅ| 14ÃÜ Aw)
(ÓÜÌ¿áí ÓÜÊÜÞ±Ü®Ü ±ÜÅQÅ¿á) ¯¿áíñÜÅ|WÜÙÜá 2017)

PÜãÂÃÝÊÜå… ÓÝ¶…r-ÊæàÃ… Cíw¿Þ ±ÜÅÊæàp… ÈËá-pæ-v…®Ü
»ÝXà¨ÝÃÜÃÜ (ÓæràP… ÖæãàÆxÃ…Õ ) WÜÊÜá®ÜPæR

1 PÝ±æäàìÃæàp… ÊÜÂQ¤¿á ÖæÓÜÃÜá
2 PÝ±æäàìÃæàp… ÊÜÂQ¤
ÓÜíÁãàiñÜWæãívÜ ©®ÝíPÜ
3 PÝ±æäàìÃæàp… ÊÜÂQ¤¿ÞX
ÓÜíÁãàiñÜWæãívÜ /
®æãàí¨ÝÊÜOæWæãívÜ ±ÝÅ˜PÝÃÜ
4 PÝ±æäàìÃæàp… ÊÜÂQ¤¿á
PÝ±æäàìÃæàp… WÜá£ì®Ü ÓÜíTæÂ
5 PÝ±æäàìÃæàp… ÊÜÂQ¤¿á
®æãàí¨ÝÀáñÜ PÜdæàÄ ÊÜáñÜá¤
²Å¯Õ±ÜÇ… PÜdæàÄ (H®Ý¨ÜÃÜá C¨ÜªÈÉ)
ËÙÝÓÜ
6 PÝ±æäàìÃæàp… ÊÜÂQ¤¿á ÓÜÊÜÞ±Ü®æ¿á
BÃÜí»Ü¨Ü ©®ÝíPÜ
7 ÓÜÊÜÞ±Ü®Ü¨ÝÃÜÃÜ ÖæÓÜÃÜá ËÙÝÓÜ
C&ÊæáàÇ… Iw ÊÜáñÜá¤ ¨ÜãÃÜÊÝ~
ÓÜíTæÂ ÖÝWÜã ®æãàí¨Ü~ ÓÜíTæÂ.

PÜãÂÃÝÊÜå… ÓÝ¶…r-ÊæàÃ… Cíw-¿Þ ±æùÊæàp… ÈËápæv…
gáÇæç 11, 2000
PÜí±Ü¯WÜÙÜ ÄiÓÝóÃ…,
PÜ®ÝìoPÜ, ¸æíWÜÙÜãÃÜá.
U72200KA2000PTC027439

®æãàí¨Ý-ÀáñÜ PÜdæà-Ä:
gá²-oÃ… 1, 30:1, 4®æà PÝÅÓ…, 7®æà ¸ÝÉP…,
g¿á-®Ü-WÜÃ… (±ÜÎc-ÊÜá-) ¸æíWÜÙÜãÃÜá&560070.

PÜí±Ü-¯¿á ÐæàÃÜá-¨Ý-ÃÜ-Äí¨Ü ËÍæàÐÜ ¯|ì-¿á-ÊÜ®Üá°
AíXà-Ä-Ô¨Ü ©®ÝíPÜ: BWÜÓ…r 10, 2010.
ÖæÓÜ-ÃÜá: ÎÅà XÄàÍ… PÜíŸ-¨Ü-ÃÝ¿á, ËÙÝ-ÓÜ: 207, ¹í¨Üá
WÝÂÇÝQÕ, ÓÜí. 2, 1®æà Êæáç®…, PÝv…ì ÃÜÓæ¤, CívÜ-Ôó¿áÇ… pè®…, ÃÝhÝ-i-®Ü-WÜÃÜ, ¸æíWÜ-ÙÜã-ÃÜá& 560044.
Email address: cmagirish999.@gmail.com
Telephone No. + 91 9980695702
8 PæÉ„ÊÜááWÜÙÜ®Üá° ÓÜÈÉÓÜÆá Pæã®æ¿á ©®ÝíPÜ ÊÜÞa…ì 31, 2022
ÓÜãbÓÜá-ÊÜâ-¨æà-®æí¨ÜÃæà, BWÜÓ…r 10, 2010 ÃÜí¨Üá PÜãÂÃÝÊÜå… ÓÝ¶…r-ÊæàÃ… Cíw-¿Þ ±æùÊæàp… ÈËápæv…
(""PÜí±Ü-¯'')ÓÜÌ¿áí ÓÜÊÜÞ±Ü®æ BÃÜí¼Ô¨æ GíŸá¨ÝX D ÊÜáãÆPÜ ÓÜãaÜ®æ ¯àvÜÇÝX¨æ. PÜí±Ü-¯¿á ÓÜÊÜÞ±Ü-®Ý-¨Ý-ÃÜÃÜ PÜdæà-Ä-¿áÈÉ ÎÅà A¯Ç… ÔíWÜ-ÃÝgá ÃÜÊÜÃÜ ¯WÜì-ÊÜá®Ü-©í¨Ü Jí¨Üá ÓÜPÝ-ÈPÜ ÖÜá¨æª TÝÈ C¨Üáª,
D ŸWæY ÓÝÊÜì-g-¯PÜ ÓÜãaÜ-®æ-¿á®Üá° ÖæãÃÜ-w-Ô¨Üáª, ÎÅà XÄàÍ… PÜíŸ-¨Ü-ÃÝ¿á ÃÜÊÜ-ÃÜ®Üá° PÜí±Ü-¯¿á ÓÜÊÜÞ-®Ü-¨ÝÃÜ-ÃÝX ÐæàÃÜá-¨Ý-ÃÜÃÜá ©®ÝíPÜ ¶æŸÅ-ÊÜÄ 15, 2022ÃÜí¨Üá ®Üvæ¨Ü A£ ÓÝ«Ý-ÃÜ| ËÍæàÐÜ ÓÜ»æ-¿áÈÉ ®æàËá-ÓÜÇÝ-X-¨æ. PÜãÂÃÝÊÜå… ÓÝ¶…r-ÊæàÃ… Cíw-¿Þ ±æùÊæàp… ÈËápæv…®Ü »ÝXà-¨Ý-ÃÜÄWæ PÜÃæ ¯àvÜá-ÊÜâ-¨æà-®æí¨ÜÃæà
AÊÜÃÜ ±ÜâÃÝ-Êæ ÓÜ×ñÜ PæÉ„ÊÜå…-WÜ-ÙÜ®Üá° 31.03.2022ÃÜí¨Üá A¥ÜÊÝ ÊÜááíbñÜÊÝX Ioí ÓÜí. 7 ÃÜÈÉ ®ÜÊÜáã-©Ô¨Ü D ËÙÝ-ÓÜ-¨ÜÈÉ ÊæáàÈ®Ü ÓÜÊÜÞ±Ü®Ý¨ÝÃÜÄWæ ÓÜÈÉ-ÓÜ-¸æàPÜá. ÖÜ|PÝÓÜá ÓÝÈWÜÃÜá AÊÜÃÜ PæÉ„Ëá®Ü ±ÜâÃÝÊæWÜÙÜ®Üá°
Ë¨ÜáÂ®Ý¾®Ü Äà£¿áÈÉ ÊÜÞñÜÅ ÓÜÈÉÓÜ¸æàPÜá. GÇÝÉ CñÜÃæ »ÝXà¨ÝÃÜÃÜá AÊÜÃÜ PæÉ„ÊÜå…WÜÙÜ ±ÜâÃÝÊæ¿á®Üá° Sá¨ÝªX
A¥ÜÊÝ Aíaæ A¥ÜÊÝ Ë¨ÜáÂ®Ý¾®Ü Äà£¿áÈÉ PÜÙÜá×ÓÜ¸æàPÜá.
ÓÜáÙÜáÛ ÖÜPÜáRWÜÙÜá A¥ÜÊÝ ¨ÝÄ ñÜ²³ÓÜáÊÜ ±ÜâÃÝÊæWÜÙÜ®Üá° ÓÜÈÉÓÜáÊÜâ¨Üá ¨ÜívÜWÜÚWæ BÖÝÌ®ÜË¨Üªíñæ.

ÓÜ×/&
ÎÅà XÄàÍ… PÜíŸ-¨Ü-ÃÝ-¿á
ÓÜÊÜÞ±Ü®Ü¨Ý-ÃÜ-ÃÜá

IBBI Reg.No. IBBI/IPA-003/IPN000127/2017-18/11403

©®ÝíPÜ : ÊÜÞa…ì 5, 2022, ÓÜ§ÙÜ: ¸æíWÜ-ÙÜã-ÃÜá, Cíw¿Þ

